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Abstract
Statement of the Problem: In 1823, Olbers made the paradoxical
observation that the night sky is dark, but in a static infinite Universe
the night sky should be bright. Indeed, Olbers paradox is often argued
in supporting the Big Bang theory in an expanding finite Universe.
Olbers argued in an infinite Universe the observer would see a nearby
galaxy in one region of the sky and other more distant galaxies.
Although the nearby galaxy would appear brighter, there would be
more distant galaxies in the sky. Therefore, both the light from the
nearby region and the total light from the distant region would be the
same. Hence, the night sky should be bright if the Universe is infinite,
but since the night sky is dark, Olbers concluded the Universe is finite
and expanding.
Analysis In a finite Universe, visible stars are continuously heating the
extragalactic CMB, but the thermally stable CMB remains at 2.72 K.
CMB stands for cosmic microwave background. Hence, Olbers
paradox requires the Big Bang to expand the finite Universe, the
increased volume compensating for starlight heating to maintain a
uniform CMB at 2.72 K. But in a static infinite Universe, the CMB
temperature should continually increase which is not observed. Olbers
therefore concluded the Universe is finite and expanding consistent with
the Big Bang. However, the figure shows black body radiation from the
CMB lacks a visible content over wavelengths   1 micron including
the infrared   1 micron. Even if the CMB were 1000 K, say in the
early Universe, the night sky would still appear dark and not visible.
Conclusion & Significance: Olbers paradox is resolved. Either static and
infinite or finite and expanding Universes are possible, but the Universe
is more likely static and infinite because the finite and expanding
Universe requires the speculative Big Bang to maintain the CMB
temperature at precisely 2.72 K.
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